Martina Stella, born in Trieste (Italy) in 1992, lives and works in Paris.
Graduated in Photography and contemporary art at Paris 8 University, she is currently working as an audiovisual artist and technician. She is specialized in video projection techniques: Video mapping as a symbolic
form has been the subject of her master’s researches, in which esthetic theory comes with solid technical
knowledge and practical artistic research.
In her work, drawing is the first step of the image conception and evolution in space. Martina practice is
founded on a back-and-forth movement, where in-betweenness state and interdependence relationships
play a fundamental role. Her attention is drawn towards what takes places between the drawing and the
support, between the image and the environment. She reflects on the untold and the unspeakable, stating
an impossibility which is also claimed. In her practice of asemic writing, abstract calligraphy, signs are unreadable yet charged of meaning: between writing and drawing, the limits of the image relate to the limits
of language. The written sign is the fundamental unit, the actual medium to question our relation to time
and space.
Diplômée en photographie et en art contemporain à l’Université Paris 8, elle travaille actuellement comme
artiste et technicienne en audiovisuel. Elle est spécialisée dans les techniques de projection vidéo : Le
mapping vidéo: une nouvelle forme symbolique a été le sujet de ses recherches de master, dans lesquelles
la théorie esthétique est accompagnée par des connaissances techniques solides et d’une pratique de
recherche artistique.
Dans son travail, le dessin est la première étape de la conception de l’image et de son évolution dans l’espace. La pratique de Martina est fondée sur un mouvement d’aller-retour, où l’état d’entre-deux et les relations d’interdépendance entre différents médiums jouent un rôle fondamental. Son attention est attirée par
ce qui se passe entre le dessin et le support, entre l’image et l’environnement. Elle réfléchit sur l’indicible et
l’inexprimable, en affirmant une impossibilité, qui est également revendiquée. Dans sa pratique de l’écriture
asémique, de la calligraphie abstraite, les signes sont illisibles et pourtant chargés de sens : entre écriture
et dessin, les limites de l’image sont liées aux limites du langage. Le signe écrit est l’unité fondamentale, le
véritable support pour interroger notre rapport au temps et à l’espace.

L’ORIZZONTE NEGATIVO x SEE THE SEA CHANGE

A collaboration with OGS, Istituto Nazionale di Oceanografia e Geofisica Sperimentale
Museo d’Arte Moderna Ugo Carà, Muggia (TS), 2020
L’ORIZZONTE NEGATIVO

È UN PROGETTO DI INSTALLAZIONE AUDIOVISIVA, IN CUI DIVERSI DISPOSITIVI

COLLABORANO PER ILLUSTRARE I DATI TRATTI DALL’OSSERVAZIONE DELL’INNALZAMENTO DEL LIVELLO DEL MARE.

L’INSTALLAZIONE

A CARATTERE IMMERSIVO È BASATA SULL’USO DELLE NUOVE TECNOLOGIE E VEDE COINVOLTO

IL MAPPING VIDEO, TECNICA DI PROIEZIONE CHE PERMETTE DI DEFORMARE UN’IMMAGINE O UN VIDEO, PER FARLO
ADERIRE AD UN OGGETTO TRIDIMENSIONALE.

SI

QUEST’ULTIMO

2M50X1M

COME SUPPORTO PER LA PROIEZIONE DEL

SARÀ DEFORMATO VIA UN PROGRAMMA DI MAPPING VIDEO AFFINCHÉ LA LINEA

LA

COMPOSIZIONE DEL TRITTICO

INVITA LO SPETTATORE AD AVVICINARSI ALLA COSTRUZIONE, FINO A ENTRARE NEL CAMPO DELLA PROIEZIONE.

PANNELLI VIENE PROIETTATO UN VIDEO IN LOOP.

LA

SEQUENZA COMINCIA CON UNA FOTO ANALOGICA, IN

BIANCO E NERO, DELL’ORIZZONTE MARINO. IN MANIERA QUASI IMPERCETTIBILE, GRAZIE AD UN EFFETTO DI FADE
E D’OPACITÀ, IL PAESAGGIO NATURALE SI TRASFORMA IN UN ORIZZONTE URBANO.
IL MARE DIVENTA CITTÀ E LE ONDE DIVENTANO TETTI.

ALTRETTANTO

MOLTO, MOLTO

LENTAMENTE,

LENTAMENTE, L'IMMAGINE DELL'ORIZZONTE

DELLA CITTÀ SCOMPARE, SI ATTENUA LASCIANDO DI NUOVO IL POSTO AL MARE.

UN

ESEMPIO DEL VIDEO IN QUESTIONE È VISUALIZZABLIE SCANNERIZZANDO IL CODICE QR PRESENTATO NELLA

PAGINA

PRECEDENTE.

PER

NEGATIVO PREVEDE UNA SEZIONE
APPESI AL MURO O POSATI SU UN TAVOLO, SCHERMI

NASA. IDEALMENTE, UNO SPAZIO A PARTE È DEDICATO ALLE OSSERVAZIONI DELL’ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI
OCEANOGRAFIA E DI GEOFISICA SPERIMENTALE O ALL’ILLUSTRAZIONE DI DATI CONCERNENTI IL MARE ADRIATICO
CHE BAGNA IL GOLFO DI TRIESTE.
DELLA

D’ORIZZONTE RISULTI DRITTA NONOSTANTE L’INCLINAZIONE DEL SUPPORTO.

SUI

ALL’INSTALLAZIONE AUDIOVISIVA, IL PROGETTO L’ORIZZONTE

ESPOSITIVA PIÙ CLASSICA, DIDATTICA E DOCUMENTARISTICA.

E DISEGNI SI ALTERNANO NELLA PRESENTAZIONE DI DIAGRAMMI DEI DATI RACCOLTI DAL SITO E DAGLI STUDI

PREVEDE L’UTILIZZO DI TRE PANNELLI BIANCHI DI CIRCA

VIDEO.

PARALLELAMENTE

PROGETTO D’INSTALLAZIONE L’ORIZZONTE NEGATIVO LA FOTOGRAFIA
GOLFO DI TRIESTE ED IL PAESAGGIO URBANO RAPPRESENTATO SARÀ, ANCHE
MUGGIA.

DI

SEGUITO, DIFFERENTI ESEMPI DI SVILUPPI GRAFICI SONO PRESENTATI ATTORNO AL TESTO, DANDO UN IDEA

DELL’INCONTRO RICERCATO TRA L’ELEMENTO GRAFICO ED IL DATO SCIENTIFICO.

VI APPAIONO DEI MONTAGGI BASATI SUI DIAGRAMMI DELL’EVOLUZIONE CAMBIAMENTI DEL LIVELLO DEL MARE DAL
1950 AD OGGI (QUI A SINISTRA) RISPETTIVAMENTE A NEW YORK, AUCKLAND ED A BREST O ANCORA SULLO STRIPE GRAPHIC RAPPRESENTANTE L’AUMENTO DEL LIVELLO DEL MARE DAL 1823 AL 2013
(IN BASSO). A QUESTE IMMAGINI, FOTOGRAFIE E DISEGNI REALIZZATI SU CARTA, SARANNO AFFIANCATE DELLE

INTERVISTE AUDIO O VIDEO DI STUDENTI E RICERCATORI DEI DIVERSI POLI REPERITI AL CORSO DI RICERCHE ONLINE.

IL

DELL’ORIZZONTE VERRÀ FATTA NEL
QUI, QUELLO DI

TRIESTE

O DI

LA CITTÀ, ARTEFATTO UMANO, SFUMA NEL MARE: QUESTI DUE SPAZI SI CONFONDO E SI RITROVANO MESSI SULLO
STESSO PIANO, VISUALMENTE E METAFORICAMENTE. QUANDO L’OPACITÀ DEL MARE AUMENTA, LA CITTÀ
SCOMPARE E VICEVERSA, IN UN MOVIMENTO D’OSCILLAZIONE PERPETUO. SOLO LA LINEA DELL'ORIZZONTE RIMANE
STABILE IN QUESTA SILENZIOSA TRASFORMAZIONE D’ONDE E DI EDIFICI.
UNA

IL

TITOLO,

L’ORIZZONTE

SIMULAZIONE DELL’INSTALLAZIONE

L’ORIZZONTE

NEGATIVO,

2020

NEGATIVO, È UN OMAGGIO ALL’OPERA DELL’URBANISTA E SCRITTORE FRANCESE

CONQUISTATO DIVERSI MILIEU

(LITOSFERA,

PAUL VIRILIO,

DECEDUTO NEL

2018. IN

QUESTO VOLUME

VIRILIO

RIFLETTE SU COME, DOPO AVER

IDROSFERA, ATMOSFERA) GRAZIE ALLA CONQUISTA DELLE TERRE EMERSE, DEL MARE E DELL’ARIA, L’UOMO SIA PERVENUTO AD OGGI ALLA CONQUISTA ALLA

DROMOSFERA, LO SPAZIO ASTRATTO DELLA VELOCITÀ. IN QUESTO SPAZIO LO SCRITTORE OSSERVA E CRITICA UN FENOMENO D’ACCELERAZIONE SEMPRE PIÙ PRONUNCIATO: CONTRASTANDO IL FENOMENO
DENUNCIATO DA

VIRILIO, L’INSTALLAZIONE

SI SVOLGE AL CONTRARIO SU UN RITMO TALMENTE LENTO DA TENDERE ALL’IMMOBILITÀ.

STRIPE GRAPHIC RAPPRESENTANTE L’AUMENTO DEL LIVELLO DEL MARE DAL

1823

AL

2013 (A

SINISTRA) E MONTAGGIO DEL DIAGRAMMA SU UNA FOTO ANALOGICA (A DESTRA)

Maquette of the project proposal, .pdf files
Qr code to the video: https://vimeo.com/450144299

L’orizzonte negativo is an audiovisual installation project, in The title, the negative horizon, is a homage to the work of the
which several devices collaborate to illustrate the data taken french town planner and writer paul virilio, who died in2018.in
from the observation of the rising sea level.
this volume virilio reflects on how,after having conquered several milieu (lithosphere,hydrosphere,atmosphere) thanks to the
The immersive installation is based on the use of new technol- conquest of the emerged lands,sea and air,man has reached
ogies and involves video mapping, a projection technique that today the conquest of the dromosphere, the abstract space of
allows you to deform an image or video to adhere to a three-di- speed. in this space the writer observes and criticizes a phemensional object. the city, human artifact, fades into the sea: nomenon of acceleration more and more pronounced: conthese two spaces get confused and find themselves placed on trasting the phenomenon denounced by viril, the installation
the sea. The same plan, visually and metaphorically, when the takes place on the contrary on a rhythm so slow that it tends
opacity of the sea increases, the city discomples and vicevers- to immobility.
es, in a movement of perpetual oscillation. only the horizon line
Website of the international call: https://g78robotics.it/seeremains stable in this silent wave and building transformation.
the-sea-change/

RIDONDANZE
In BAU! 17 Wavec, BAU! Contenitori di cultura contemporanea, 2020

170 unique pieces, 29.7×29.7cm, prints and linocuts, ink
To BAU website: http://www.bauprogetto.net/

The cultural association BAU produces and distributes since
2004 Bau, Contenitori di cultura contemporanea, an annual
assembly magazine that collects multiple signed and numbered works by national and international authors. The 2020
edition, BAU 17, is dedicated to ONDE, the WAVES.
The redundancy of a path, the redundancy of a certain
rhythm, the redundancy of a gesture becoming habit. The
redundancy of words, which follow one another. The redundancy of the wind, when it suddenly changes its mind. The
redundancy of a motif on a carpet or wallpaper. The redundancy of a word in certain speeches. Laughing, redundant in
a good mood.

The redundant succession of a perpetual motion, the one of
waves, the one of their noise.
In redundancy we rediscover a multiplicity, a rhythmic cadence. A motif, certainly in an abstract and perhaps almost
symbolic key. The wave, redundant. Hence the idea and the
desire to play on the accumulation of the sign, on the creation of a visual pattern in which words appear only thanks
to their intersection with the lines. At the base of this rhythmic set, the map appears as the fundamental unit, iterated
and repeated. Almost incognito, it gives shape to the background, it rhythms the paper, rises the broken words. It is not
just any map, but a cartographic operation to orient oneself
among the waves.

PAROLE AL VENTO
Published on Utsanga.it, 2020

To the article:
To the work in progress video: https://vimeo.com/448890743 pw: PAV20
https://www.utsanga.it/stella-parole-al-vento/?fbclid=IwAR3Ws-0k_WyxVU-eHfptgMLDIW65QoQTX8hbywG-081b3Wjv9gzfOyC_0Ag

Parole al vento is an Italian expression meaning empty words
and literally signifying words to the wind.
Parole al vento consists in a series of mises en scène of
an eight meters long asemic text, written with Chinese ink on
a disposable tablecloth. A performance, one hour long and
still shot filmed, records the writing process. Once filled, the
asemic written text becomes an object, a presence itself,
evolving in space and in relation to its surroundings. The filmed
performance introduces different scenes in which the asemic
written text interacts with its environment. The wind animates
the paper tongue which moves and inhabits the scene as its
protagonist: from handwritten characters on the paper, asemic
paper tongue turns into the character of an imaginary stage, an
acting presence, a sign in space.

Le discours, s’il le veut, peut souffler la tempête, quelque effort que
je fasse, au coin du feu Ie vent ne peut glacer. La différence entre
expérience intérieure et philosophie réside principalement en ce que,
dans l’expérience, l’énoncé n’est rien, sinon un moyen et même,
autant qu’un moyen, un obstacle; ce qui compte n’est plus l’énoncé
du vent, c’est le vent.
Speech, if it wills, may blow the storm: whatever my efforts are, by the
fireside the wind cannot freeze. The difference between inner experience and philosophy lies within the fact that, in experience, speech
is nothing but a means; and as much as it is a means, it is an obstacle. What matters most is not the wind’s speech, it is the wind itself.

Georges Bataille, L’expérience intérieure,
Gallimard, Collection Tel, 2015, p. 25.

INTERSHOW STUDIO X ATELIER DES LUMIÈRES
Atelier des Lumières, Paris, 2020

To the video: https://vimeo.com/435742214

Artistic direction, video editing and sofware integration of the video introducing Culturespaces site in Paris,
the Atelier des Lumières. The installation, composed by eight videoprojectors Barco F50 and runned by
videomapping program Modulo Kinetic, will run everyday in the Atelier’s Studio from March to December
2020.

DIGITAL ASEMIC

Scrivere disegnando, Centre d’Art Contemporain de Genève, 2019

5 Digital files printend on laid paper, 29,7x21cm, 2018
Collezione Giuseppe Garrera, Rome

“La pratique artistique de Martina Stella allie l’écriture asémique à des techniques de reproduction numérique et de projection vidéo, afin d’explorer le potentiel de la recontre d’une
écriture, généralement tracée à la main; avec les nouvelles
technologies, qui la transforment en code numérique. Cette recherche se développe dans plusieurs directions, d’une
part en abordant la notion de paysage asémique, les origines
et les modes de spatialisation du texte par la projection de
graphèmes dans l’espace d’exposition. Non plus sur papier,
mais au mur, les idéogrammes illisibles de Stella s’étendent
horizontalement ou verticalement; oscillant entre bidimensionnalité et tridimensionnalité, ils enveloppent le visiteur d’un bruit.
Les tirages numériques Digital Asemic (2018) montrent une
partition visuelle, dont les signes, directement inspirés d’objets
et d’actions, sont condensés en petits symboles dessinés par
de fines lignes. Dans la calligraphie chinoise, le geste, au-delà
de définir un objet, révèle un état d’esprit. Imprégnée de cet
art, l’écriture de Stella révèle une relation particulière et complexe avec la perception du réel.”

“Martina Stella’s artistic practice combines asemic writing with
digital reproduction and video projection techniques, in order to
explore the potential of the re-creation of a writing, usually drawn
by hand, with new technologies, which transform it into digital
code. This research is developing in several directions, on the
one hand by addressing the notion of asemic landscape, the origins and modes of spatialization of the text through the projection of graphemes in the exhibition space. No longer on paper,
but on the wall, Stella’s illegible ideograms extend horizontally or
vertically; oscillating between two and three dimensionality, they
envelop the visitor with a noise. The Digital Asemic (2018) digital
prints show a visual score, whose signs, directly inspired by
objects and actions, are condensed into small symbols drawn
by thin lines. In Chinese calligraphy, the gesture, beyond defining an object, reveals a state of mind. Impregnated with this art,
Stella’s writing reveals a particular and complex relationship with
the perception of reality”.
Du catalogue de l’exposition, Ecrire en dessinant, quand la
langue cherche son autre, publié aux Edition Skira, 2020.

THE INNER SPACE

Media Ar t Festival, Leeuwarden, NL, 2019

Two drawings, flowers, a stone and mirorrs on pedestals,
Vidéo 8’41’’
To the video: https://vimeo.com/373461280
pw: Djerba2019
The entire room is conceived as an installation, a
visual environment, in which we are invited to walk:
the entrance is plunged in a blueish atmosphere,
on the drawing’s pedestals there is a bouquet of
dry flowers on one side, and a rose of the desert’s
stone, on the other side. A round mirror is there on
both. Looking in the mirror we see the drawing’s
reflection, lifting the eyes we see the drawing itself.
On the right of the entrance the white sheet floats
from the sealing, creating a curve behind which we
perceive the projector’s light. Only arriving at the
end of the white sheet we can see the screen fully.
The short movie talking about the city as an enveloping structure, we realize that the idea of envelopment is present in the installation’s construnction

too. The installation is more about the processes,
the path and its evolution, rather than the result: the
same is in the film. The starting and ending points
coinciding, the video tells of a cycle which leaves
the seaside and, after having explored the city,
returns back to it again. During this circle of seacity-sea’s horizons, every image fades into another
scene, as a fluid and silent wander of the sight.
This short movie has been filmed during See
Djerba’s International Media Art Biennal and
Residency in Houmt Souk, Djerba. The film
has been selectedl by the Artistic Direction of
Media Art Festival Friesland to participate to
Young Master’s exhibition in november 2019.

L’ESPACE DU DEDANS - Des branchages assemblez et les nouez voici une hutte, dénouez-les
vous aurez la plaine comme devant Gathering and tying several branches you will get a hut, untying them
you will see the plains ahead
See Djerba International Media Art Biennal, Houmt Souk, Djerba, TU, 2019

7’10’’ Short film projected on architecture,
Fondouk Lehsayer, Houmt Souk, Djerba (TU)
Above : Projection’s picture during SeeDjerba Biennal
Credits to Corrie Francis Parks
Under: Video stills

Picture’s Credits to Corrie Francis Parks

While conceiving the projection L’espace du dedans I was
searching for some precise spatial and temporal conditions,
I wanted to create a situation of nothingness, a suspended
and contemplative atmosphere. The title of the projection
itself recalls the architecture of the site, Fondouk Lehsayer,
which is a closed space in open air, one of the few private
fondouk of Djerba. During the daytime Fondouk Lehsayer is
a place of passage, a hallway between two streets: the projection invites people to gather and to stay for a while. L’espace du dedans means the inner space, as an inner place
in the city, but also the interior dimension of somebody, as
the distorted camera view wandering around Djerba’s details tries to suggest: the city itself became the stage for the
work; the architecture, the medium for the projection. While
walking around during the first few days, trying to better understand Houmt Souk and its behavior, I uncovered a certain feeling that lies between the city and the coast, especially walking through the market and towards the fortress.
Finally I realized it was the sensation of the Souk as an enveloping structure, where historically people came to trade,
sell and buy, which is also the main fonction of fondouks
themselves. There are no proper walls delimitating the city
but one can feel strongly when inside and when outside of
the Souk. For this reason I’ve decided to work on a short film
narrating a wandering in Houmt Souk’s environment, gathering heterogeneous details and merging them through the
rhythm of the editing. I’ve been working with curators Salma
Kossentini and Katja Štesl from Amalgam Studio, and from
the idea of amalgam I decided to develop the aspect of
becoming and emerging of several independent elements,
which by their encounter give birth to a new entity. In this
entity – in my film, the city itself – we can still recognize all the

previous components, all the little details that remain independent from the result. Still in the film it is more about the processes
and its evolution, rather than the result, which is important. For
this reason, in the projection, we see plenty of Djerbia’s details
(artisans objets, tides, dresses hung in front of the shops, spices, hands handling the products) throughout this analog “zoom”
and deforming paper that envelops the camera’s lenses. The
starting and ending points coinciding, the video tells of a cycle
which leaves the seaside and, after having explored the city, returns back to it again. It was important to me to create this circle
of sea-city- sea, where every image fades into another scene,
as a fluid and silent wander of the sight.
The video starts from the seaside, enters the city and explores
its details, then the rhythm accelerates and at the culminating
point from the objects we are brought in front of some writings
filmed within the city: the word home in arab and latin alphabets
appears, the two languages mixing themselves, and that’s when
the wandering eye goes on the rooftop to search for the urban
horizon. The sun is going down, the Coran prayer in the air, and
little by little the horizon of the city becomes the horizon of the
sea again. The loop has been fulfilled.
Finally, during this endless loop playing on and on, we swing
between two ways of seeing: the first is a black and white, wide
and sound-filled reality, while the second one is oneiric, distorted, colorful and silent dimension. These two states describe
the idea of the Biennal’s theme Mixed Realities, but also Djerba
as the metonymy of the city itself: when we’re immersed in the
city, in all its inputs and vibrations, we might easily forget that the
seaside is just over there. And this is what L’espace du dedans
finally points at: not to forget to leave the city to go to see the
seaside sometimes.

K
Paris, 2019

Video 6’24’’
To the video: https://vimeo.com/337579509

I discovered the story of the wild child by reading Paul Auster’s
New York Trilogy. Afterwards, I continued to investigate by reading
Peter Handke’s play, Kaspar, and Werner Herzog’s film The
Enigma of Kaspar Hauser. The status of the feral child assumed
little by little a symbolic value to me, becoming the emblematic
example of the codes that regulate common space and life in
society. The feral child is only a human being deprived of his
social conscience, that is to say virgin of any code imposed by
the outside world. It is precisely on this relationship interiority |
exteriority that the first video I’ve been working on plays: one finds
oneself in an abstract space, first suggested by flashing images,
then by focusing on the walls of the room that do not allow to
perceive the structure of the model, but only illegible, asemic, bits
of writing that deform in the pipe surrounding the lens. The quest
atmosphere is uncomfortable, both by the rhythm of the editing
and by the way of showing this “we do not know what” by details
without being able to understand where we are. A burst of imag-

es then brings us into the room, which finally appears to us: the
rhythm of the images becomes fluid, that of the music becomes
on the contrary more and more rapid. The room appears and
disappears by the light rays which intersect with the walls and the
two openings, the window and the door of the room; openings
that remain veiled by the asemic “wallpaper”. The music almost
at its climax, another sequence of still images makes us wander
in the room until we get out of it: we suddenly understand that it
is limited to two walls and the ground, that it consists of a open
model on a base. It could be disillusion or pure contextualization,
but suddenly we understand that what we thought was a dimension in itself is only a sub-space, a space in another space. The
figure of the wild child is symbolic as the most extreme case,
insofar as it is unconscious, of a condition of enclosed existence.
He does not know the Other, he does not even know that this
concept exists, he lives simply in a rhythm and a context without
having the means to question them.

The feral child is emblematic of the individuals
according to its position towards the outside:
we all grow up in a room (a socio-cultural context) which provides us (means) means to access and act in our surroundings. The case of
the wild child may seem absurd because very
far from us: for him there is no socio-cultural
context, no rules inculcated or imposed, no
self-awareness that prevents him from conceiving the outside. He can accept the externality
because he does not know what it is. We have
trouble seeing the outside because the codes
of the room can be so well arranged that they
make us believe that there is no outside. Or that
the interior of the room is the whole world. By
showing the model this is precisely what I want
to point to, the fact that the point of view that we
believe to be the only one or the truth is always
in a broader context, which makes it relative.

The research on the mystery and the history
of Kaspar Hauser took two different shapes:
the video became part of a video mapping
installation, realized on the architectural
model of a two walls room (above). And the
stills of the video turned into a limited edition accordeon book, in collaboration with
Jérémy Zaouati, who conceived the layout
and did the cover-paper (left).

THE LINE
Paris, 2019

Installation, 52 Sheets of paper, a projector, 2019

How can the writing-surface relationship be expressed
in space? Our environment becoming, in a way, the
support of writing. The asemic inhabits the space as
an installation, where video projection is: “a writing tool
whose ink would be light”.

We could interpret each sheet as a word, the words
succeeding one another becoming a sentence.
We are invited to cross the installation, from the entrance to the exit of the room, as if we were reading
the space.

We find ourselves thus, while traversing the installation
The line, to roam the space in a linear progression, advancing between the strips of sheets.

We are invited, by the disposition of the sheets, to follow the path as if it were a written line, from the beginning to the end.

LA SURFACE EST SENSIBLE
Paris, 2019

Video, 4’27’’, 2019

Part of a research on the relationship
laying in between writing and writing’s
support, surface, trying to explore different ways of making them collaborate
(or argue). This research was mainly inspired by Flusser’s The crisis of linearity
and Line and surface.
The video has been part of the selection
of a live video mapping performance
with Dorso Mondo collective. Dorso
Mondo is a project mixing music, spoken poetry (Gabriele Stera) and visual
art (Illustration and videos, Martina Stella). In the picture, the performance of
06.06.2019 in Amphithéatre X in Paris
8 University.

FOCUS ON: ASEMIC SCAPES

Digitalized drawing, 2017 | Today

Trying to read lines that intermingle on the sheets
of paper, we find ourselves confronted with the impossibility of decryption, we do not really understand what we are looking at. The asemic is an indeterminate writing, unstable, indecipherable. The
traits that constitute its meaning are at the edge of
writing and drawing. We have trouble understanding where the boundary between graphic sign and
plastic material lies.
The asemic borrows indeed the means of writing

(such as taking a tool, pen or brush - the line, the
arrangement of signs) to evade their purpose. In
the act of writing we use these instruments and
rules to transcribe a thought and communicate a
message. Asemic writing escapes the pragmatism
of coded language, presenting itself as a system
of signs that is not representative of anything but
itself: the referent is lost in this displacement from
the meaningful scriptural-sign, to the unreadable
material-sign.

FOCUS ON: LANGUAGE OF THINGS

Digitalized drawing, 2017 | Today

Asemic writing does not include letters, pictograms,
or graphemes; nor is it necessarily linear. It is free
in the sense that it does not convey a message
through its writing-being, but it expresses itself
through his line-being and its surface-being. The
graphic and scriptural sign becomes a plastic sign,
a material to carve in space. As visual and illegible
writing, it could also be conceived as a hybridization
of different languages: a globalized writing? Hybrid?

Between text and image, between writing and
drawing, which can evoke different alphabets while
being outside their structures. Asemic language,
like language as a symbolic form (see Ernst Cassirer), becomes a means of apprehending the world,
to access it and to participate in it. Without wanting
to signify according to a pre-established code, but
with a discreet and receptive look. Certainly, critical, but that expresses without saying.

DORSO MONDO

“Dorso Mondo”, literally, “back world” or “dorsal world”, is the narration of a return to the world after a long
absence, an aerospace and psychological sinking, a collective falling asleep. It is an opaque myth whose
multiple medial facets (text, sound, images, translation, performance) are all disruptive agents, differential
voices that unveil the inner workings without ever define the overall mechanism.
This work, conceived as a collective project, sees the participation of Gabriele Stera (text, voice, electronics), Franziska Baur (violin, dramaturgy), Jérémy Zaouati (guitar, electronics) and Martina Stella (drawing,
video, 3D mapping ). Dorso Mondo is a work-matrix that is realized in the form of performance of poetry
and music, video installation or staging of theater.

Two sheets of Dorso Mondo Poetry Comics,
Digitalized drawings, 2017 | Today

The creation of the project gave rise to a hybrid edi- tion project (book + CD), which will be published by the
publisher Squi (libri), in bilingual version (ITA / FR) in 2019. The book-object includes texts, illustrations and
a CD containing a version of the musical performance of the work. A staging of Dorso Mondo has been
performed on June 6, 2019 in the Amphi X Paris 8 University. The sound performance will intersect with a
video-installation, designed with the 3D mapping technique.

Exhibitions and Performances
Upcoming
11/13.12.2020 Art Verona, Solo Show,
Supported by Nicola Mazzeo from Galleria Rizomi, https://www.artverona.it/
09.2020 L’Orizzonte negativo: 1st price winner in See the sea change international call
Robotics, Arte e robotica, Gruppo 78 in collaboration with OGS, Istituto Nazionale di Oceanografia e
Geofisica Sperimentale at Museo d’Arte Moderna Ugo Carrà, Muggia (TS), 2020 https://g78robotics.it/see-the-sea-change/
2020
10.04 to 12.04.2020 Matter of Time International Art Exhibition project (postponed April 2021)
In Ennjema Ezzahra in Sidi Bou Said, TU, by Tasawar Curatorial Stdios https://tasawar.net/matter-of-time/
29.01 to 03.05.2020 Collective exhibition - Scrivere Disegnando.
Institut d’Art Contemporain de Genève, Switzerland, https://centre.ch/fr/exhibitions/scrivere-disegnando/
2019
02.12.2019 to 15.01.2020 Collective exhibition Scritture Asemiche.
Libri d’artista dalla collezione dell’Accademia delle Belle Arti di Palermo, Palermo, Sicily
http://www.accademiadipalermo.it/index.php/giornata-di-studi-la-scrittura-asemica/
22.11.2019 to 08.12.2019 Video installation - Media Art Festival Friesland,
Young Master’s selection exhibition, Leeuwarden, NL
https://www.mediaartfestival.nl/2019/media-art-festival/?lang=en&fbclid=IwAR3uLQLnSdCHGDROB41E5pnYZi_cJljXX_sIZCKjHdTnGeLQaWFYdxWO4W4

19.08 to 03.09.2019 Projection on architecture - SeeDjerba, Media Art Biennal.
19.08 au 29.08 Young Masters Residency Program
29.08 au 03.09.2019 Festival, Houmt Souk, Djerba, Tunisia
with the support of iPortunus Creative Europe - http://seedjerba.net/portfolio/martina-stella/
06.06.2019 Performance video mapping live - Dal Dorso Mondo.
Amphithéâtre X de l’Université Paris 8 Vincennes Saint Denis. Avec: Gabriele Stera (voix et musique),
Jérémy Zaouati (guitare électrique), Franziska Baur (violon), Martina Stella (projections mapping vidéo live), Paris.
2018
15.12.2018 Performance video mapping live - Dorso Mondo.
Avec: Gabriele Stera (voix et musique), Trieste Contemporanea, Trieste, Italy
19.04 to 05.05.2018 Collective exhibition - CONCRETA.
Festapoesia, Accademia d’Ungheria, Roma, Italy
2017
06.06.2017 Collective exhibition - Déambulation urbaine.
Centre Altissimo de Metz, Metz, France
05.2017 Personal exhibition - Horizons.
Galerie la Confrérire, 15 rue Paul Albert, 75018, Paris, France
2016
02 to 03.2016 Personal exchibition - Framents.
Verre Taquin, 22 rue Juliette Dodu, 75010, Paris, France
2015
04.07 to 29.08.2015 Collective exhibition - Inventaire.
Galerie Mémoire de l’Avenir, 45/47 rue Ramponeau, 75020, Paris

Conferences and Workshops
05.04.2020 WWWP, Woman Working With Projection (postponed April 2021)

Direction artistique et workshop, Image Beyond the Screen International Conference, Arenberg Creative Mines
https://www.videomappingfestival.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/VMF20_IBSIC_FR.pdf

14/15.10.2019 Workshop - I-Portunus Policy Recommendations Workshop,
Supporting Cultural Mobility, Brussels, Belgium
28.03.2019 Conference - What is video mapping?, Image Beyond the Screen International Conference,
Vidéo Mapping Festival, Arenberg, France

Publications
Upcoming 2020 Illustrations - Dorso Mondo, Book and CD,
Textes de Gabriele Stera; Musique de Franziska Baur, Gabriele Stera, Jérémy Zaouati; I
llustrations de Martina Stella, Editions Squilibri, Roma.
06.2020 Women asemic writers summer 2020 exhibition
https://womenasemicwriters.intuitiveartists.com/versioni-che-non-coincidono-by-martina-stella/
06.2020 Article - Published on Utsanga magazine: Parole al vento

https://www.utsanga.it/stella-parole-al-vento/?fbclid=IwAR3Ws-0k_WyxVU-eHfptgMLDIW65QoQTX8hbywG-081b3Wjv9gzfOyC_0Ag

06.2019 Article - Asemic writing: a short anthology.
https://www.utsanga.it/stella-asemic-writing-a-short-anthology/
05.2019 Article: Le mapping vidéo: une nouvelle forme symbolique? dans L’image au delà de l’écran, ISTE Editions
https://www.istegroup.com/fr/produit/limage-au-dela-de-lecran/?fbclid=IwAR1do8Ju2je8CtYUSGgRvSzRz5LUhr3WAsVuzwW3ek08_TFQpp8wHics6Nc

MARTINA STELLA
Adress
23 rue du Buisson Saint Louis, 75010 Paris
(+33) 06 69 00 73 27
ems.stella@gmail.com
martinastella.com

